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where L(y) is a linear functional of observations from a given class, and η denotes a realisation of a random process with values in some Hilbert space H such that Eη(t) = 0 and the correlation operator, R η is unknown and belongs to the given bounding set G 1 . In other words, the minimax estimate V ϕ of the vector V ϕ has minimal mean-squared worst-case estimation error, corresponding to the worst-case realisation of the tuple (f 0 , f 1 , R η ) ∈ G × * Published in MTA, 2018 † IBM Research, Dublin, Ireland, {sergiy.zhuk}@ie.ibm.com ‡ T.Shevchenko University of Kyiv, Kyiv, Ukraine, nakonechniy@unicyb.kiev.ua 1 Minimax estimation is also reffered to as set-membership or worst-case estimation G 1 , in some class of linear estimates L(y). This rather intuitive description is made precise in section 3.
Minimax (set-membership/worst-case) state estimation framework has a long history: many authors studied minimax estimates for ordinary differential equations [2, 9, 5, 8] , differentialalgebraic equations [17, 18, 20, 21] , abstract linear equations [16, 24, 10] assuming fully deterministic uncertainty description for both uncertain model errors and observation noises. Note that, for linear finite-dimensional dynamics and stochastic uncertainty description, the minimax estimate is equivalent to that of the Kalman filter [4] .
In contrast, in this paper we study the case of mixed uncertainty description, i.e. deterministic model errors and stochastic measurement noise, and parameter-dependent observations. Our key contributions are:
• exact analytical representations of the minimax estimate V ϕ provided G is a convex possibly unbounded set, and G 1 is bounded, and (N, δ) are associated with the abstract Neumann problem (Theorem 4.4,Theorem 4.7 and Proposition 4.9)
• sufficient conditions for the worst-case estimation error to decay to 0 for t → +∞ (Corollary 4.5 and Proposition 4.10)
To the best of our knowledge, the aforementioned results are new and have not appeared in the mathematical literature yet. Let us stress that apart from pure theoretical contribution, these results are of particular significance in practice. Indeed, depending on the interpretation of the parameter t, one may get quite interesting applications: for instance, if t is understood as a number of an experiment, C(t) ≡ K is a compact operator of infinite rank, e.g. Volterra operator, and y(t) denotes the experiment's outcome which is corrupted by a realisation of the noise η(t), then the minimax estimates V ϕ(t), V ϕ(t + 1) , . . . approach the solution of the least-squares problem Kϕ − Kx → min x with the minimal norm. In other words, the minimax estimation in this specific case implements an iterative pseudoinversion 2 procedure converging to K + Kϕ. Note that, in this example, t can be interpreted as a number of the iteration. The operator N plays role of a pre-conditioner which can significantly speed up the convergence. We stress that the aforementioned procedure operates subject to the noise process η, hence the minimax estimation combines the outcomes y(t) of different experiments so that the pseudoinversion is stitched together with de-noising, and provides an estimate of the "true" solution ϕ which is robust to uncertain f 0 , f 1 and R η . If K was of Volterra type, i.e. Kϕ(x) = x 0 ϕ(z)dz, then the minimax estimator would simply differentiate y, i.e. approximate ∂ z y(z, t) given a number of noisy measurements of y(·, t). Differentiators of such type are of particular importance in the sliding mode control [22] . We refer the reader to section 5 for the further details on this. On the other hand, the case of mixed uncertainty description, i.e. deterministic model errors and stochastic measurement noise is quite common in practise. For instance, engineers usually work with approximate physical models, i.e. Galerkin projections of PDEs [19] , and have little or no information about statistics of the model errors f 1 and f 0 , which usually absorb discretization errors and physical simplifications, hence it is reasonable to assume deterministic uncertainty descriptions for f 0 and f 1 in the form of a bounding set G. In contrast, the measuring device described by C may have a rather good description of the error statistics, and hence it makes sense to assume that the noise in observations is random. Moreover, the assumption that the correlation operator of the noise is not known but belongs to the given bounding set G 1 makes the state estimation robust with respect to fluctuations in the second moments.
One of the key applications of the minimax estimation framework is in data assimilation, an important component in many modern industrial cyber-physical systems which improves the accuracy of forecasts provided by physical models by optimally combining their states -a priori knowledge encoded in equations of mathematical physics -with a posteriori information in the form of sensor data, the so-called state estimation, and evaluates forecast reliability by taking into account uncertainty, i.e., model errors or sensor noise. To name just a few, let us mention online data assimilation of GPS coordinates into a macroscopic traffic model [13, 12] , assimilation of water elevation levels into the Saint Venant equations for flood prediction [14] , adaptive grids [15] , robust source estimation [25] and air quality monitoring [7] . We refer the reader to [11, 6] for the further discussion on modern data assimilation. Another notable application of minimax estimation is in sliding mode control [22, 23] . This paper is organized as follows. The next section presents a brief overview of abstract Dirichlet/Neumann problems. section 3 presents the formal problem statement; the minimax state estimates are shown in section 4. Application to pseudoinversion together with the numerical experiment is described in section 5. Section 6 contains conclusions.
Notation. Given an abstract Hilbert space H we denote by (·, ·) H its canonical inner product with values in R, and set x 2 H := (x, x) for any x ∈ H. [x, y] denotes an element of X × Y , the Cartesian product of two Hilbert spaces X and Y . We also define a space of all linear continuous operators from a Hilbert space H 1 to Hilbert space H 2 by L (H 1 , H 2 ), H 1 denotes the adjoint space of H 1 , Λ H 1 denotes the canonical isomorphism of the Hilbert space H 1 onto H 1 , I denotes the identity operator. ·, · denotes the duality pairing between H and its adjoint space H .
2. Abstract Dirichlet/Neumann problem. Assume that H 0 , H − and H + are given Hilbert spaces such that
In what follows, we identify H 0 with its adjoint space H 0 . Let (·, ·) 0,−,+ denote inner products in H 0,−,+ respectively, and let a be a continuous bilinear form on
Let H ∂ denote a Hilbert space and consider a linear operator γ ∈ L (H + , H ∂ ) such that
Define a linear operator
i.e. N maps a vector φ ∈H + to a linear continuous functional ψ → φ = a(φ, ψ) overH + , so that φ ∈H − =H + . The operator N is a bounded linear operator in the Hilbert space
Define N + , the formal adjoint of N as follows:
The abstract Dirichlet problem associated with the form a is to find ϕ ∈ H + (N ) such that:
We stress that there exist a linear bounded operator δ ∈ L (H + (N ), H ∂ ) such that the following Green formula holds true:
and the formal adjoint of N , N + verifies the following equality:
The abstract Neumann problem associated with the form a is to find φ ∈ H + (N ) such that:
This latter problem can be equivalently reformulated in a variational form [1] , namely φ ∈ H + (N ) solves (5) if and only if
We stress that either (2) or (5) have the unique solution provided (1) holds true [1] . The aforementioned abstract Dirichlet/Neumann problems incapsulate a wide class of mixed boundary value problems for linear elliptic equations over Lipchitz domains. A specific example of the abstract Neumann problem will be given below, in the section 5. We refer the reader to [1] for the further details on abstract Dirichlet/Neumann problems.
3. Problem statement. Assume that we observe a vector-function y(t) with values in a Hilbert space H such that (7) y(t) = C(t)ϕ + η(t) , where
is a given linear transformation, an abstract model of a measuring device
• η(t) denotes a realisation of a random process with values in H such that Eη(t) = 0 and
e. the process has zero mean and finite second moments; moreover, the correlation operator (R η (t, s)
H is unknown and belongs to the given bounding set G 1
• ϕ ∈ H + (N ) solves 3 the following abstract Neumann problem (in the operator form)
subject to uncertain disturbances f 0,1 ∈ F 0,1 from a given bounding set G, and B 0 ∈ L (F 0 , H ∂ ) and B 1 ∈ L (F 1 , H 0 ) are given linear operators.
Let us now introduce the notion of the minimax estimate. Given y(t) defined as in (7), a vector c ∈ H V and linear bounded operators
is an estimate of V ϕ. Now, the minimax estimate of V ϕ is defined as follows:
and c ∈ H V we define the worst-case estimation error σ(U, c) associated with U as follows:
As noted above, (1) implies that (8) has the unique solution ϕ for any f1 and f0.
The numberσ is called the minimax error.
Note that the minimax estimate V ϕ of V ϕ, defined according to Definition 3.1, has the following property: given an operator-valued function t → U (t) we can compute the worst-case estimation error σ(U ), associated to the corresponding estimate U (y) =
between all values of U (y) and V ϕ generated when (f 0 , f 1 ) runs through G, and the correlation function of the noise process runs through G 1 ; the minimax estimate is then defined as a vector V ϕ having the minimal worst-case errorσ. The aim of this paper is to study existence, uniqueness and various representations of the minimax estimates.
4. Main results. This section presents existence and uniqueness theorems for the minimax estimates for the case of generic convex bounding sets. The case of ellipsoidal bounding sets is considered in details and the corresponding minimax estimates are defined as the unique solution of an abstract boundary-value problem. Finally, asymptotic behaviour of the estimates is studied, namely sufficient conditions for the estimation error to converge to 0 are formulated.
Existence and uniqueness of the minimax estimates.
In this section we present existence and uniqueness results. Take ∈ H V and let z ∈ H + (N + ) denote the unique solution of the following adjoint equation in the variational form:
Recall that we identified H 0 with H 0 , and so V ∈ L (H V , H 0 ). Clearly, z solves the equivalent operator equation:
where Λ denotes the canonical isomorphism of
The following lemma provides means for computing the worst-case error defined in Definition 3.1.
Let us further assume that G 1 is bounded, and
and σ 2 (U, c) = +∞ otherwise.
Proof. Recall that Eη(t) = 0 and set by definition q :
We claim that (12)
Indeed, note that, by definition of the norm of a Hilbert space one has:
by (9) with ψ=φ = sup
by (6) with φ=z = sup
This proves (12). To prove (11) take U ∈ D α . Then, by (12) and by Definition 3.1 it follows that:
Since G 0 = (−1)G 0 we can write:
hence, by a simple equality sup k∈[−a,a] |k − m| = a + |m| we derive (11) . Finally, we note that, by definition of D α and by (11) 
Corollary 4.2. LetÛ ∈ Argmin Φ(U ) and define
It then follows that min U,c σ 2 (U, c) = σ 2 (Û ,ĉ).
Proof. Clearly σ 2 (U, c) ≥ Φ(U ) ≥ Φ(Û ). Thus Φ(Û ) = +∞ implies that σ(U, c) = +∞ and the statement of Corollary 4.2 holds true. If Φ(Û ) < +∞ then, by (11), we have:
by (9) and (13) = a(φ, z)
by (14) = (B 1f1 , z) 0 + B 0f0 , γz
. This completes the proof. 
Unbounded disturbances.
The following theorem provides a representation of the minimax estimate for the case of no information available on f 0 and f 1 , i.e. G 0 = F 0 × F 1 , and an ellipsoidal bounding set for the correlation operator R η . Assume that Q(t) ∈ L (H) and Q(t) = Q (t) ≥ α 2 I, α = 0, and t → Q(t) ∈ C(0, T ).
(t)y(t)dt = Vφ providedφ and p solve the following system of equations:
and To prove (17) let us note that sup in (15) is attained at a "deterministic process", i.e.
sup
we find that (22) sup
On the other hand,
and let ξ denote a scalar random variable such that Eξ = 0 and Eξ 2 = 1. Define η k (t) := ξg k (t). Then the correlation operator of η k takes the following form:
Let us first prove (17) for the following special case: H V = R and V ϕ = (v, ϕ) 0 , v ∈ H 0 . Note that Λ = 1 in this case, U ∈ L 2 (0, T, H ) and V = v provided V H = 1. Clearly, U = u for some u ∈ L 2 (0, T, H) such that Λ H u = U , Λ H denotes the canonical isomorphism of H onto H . By (20) and (21) 
Define p as follows: N p = B 1 λ 1 , δp = B 0 λ 0 . Then, by Green's identity (4), we get: (18) . To prove (17) we note that (24)
by (4) and (18) = γ 2 T (v, p) 0 which proves (17) . Finally, let us prove that V ϕ = Vφ. Indeed, (19) is a system of the same type as (18) and so it has the unique solution. We have:
where we used that (N +p , p) 0 = 0 and (N + z,φ) 0 = 0 by (4), (18), and (19).
Let us now consider the general case. Since
, and hence V ϕ = Vφ. This proves (17) .
The next corollary shows that the minimax error approaches 0 asymptotically provided the observations are available and dominate the noise. 
Proof. It follows by (17) and (18) 
Hence, we get:
Remark 4.6. Corollary 4.5 implies that E V ϕ = V ϕ, i.e. the minimax estimate is non-biased. In addition, if the operator B T has a discrete spectrum then λ min (B T ) equals to the minimal eigen value of B T .
Bounded disturbances. Assume that
Theorem 4.7. Let G 1 be defined by (16) and assume that R η ∈ G 1 . Then
where Λ i is the canonical isomorphism of F i onto it's adjoint.
Proof. Let us recall Schwartz inequality:
0 . We also recall Remark 4.3, namely thatf 0,1 = 0. Let us set u( ) := Λ −1 U Λ for some U ∈ L 2 (0, T, L (H, H V )) and 2 ∈ H V . Now, by (11) and (20) we get that:
by Schwartz ineq.
= sup
Using the same type of argument 4 as in the proof of Theorem 4.4 it is not hard to show that there exists the uniqueû such that inf u Φ(u) = Φ(û). Then lim τ →0+ dΦ dτ (û + τ u 1 ) = 0 for all u 1 ∈ L 2 (0, T, H). By using (4) and (29) and an argument similar to (23) we find that
This completes the proof.
In fact, Theorem 4.7 shows that the minimax error of the minimax estimate V ϕ of the vector V ϕ is bounded from below by the induced norm of the linear operator → V p( ). The following corollary shows that this lower bound is exact for a specific type of V .
Proof. Indeed, U ∈ L 2 (0, T, H ) and Λ = 1 so that all sup H V =1 {·} in (30) can be dropped, and we get that u( ) = u := U ∈ L 2 (0, T, H). Hence σ 2 (U, 0) = Φ(u), and inf U σ 2 (U, 0) = ( , V p)
4 See the proof of (17) for the special case: HV = R and V ϕ = (v, ϕ)0, v ∈ H0. Proposition 4.9. Assume that H V = R 1 and V ϕ = (v, ϕ) 0 for some v ∈ H 0 , and let [p,φ] solve the following system:
Take a total orthonormal system {ψ n } n∈N in
Proof. Corollary 4.8 shows that in the assumptions of Proposition 4.9 the minimax estimate takes the following form:
Recall from the proof of Theorem 4.7 that
By (4) we get that
Proof. Indeed, given any bounded G ⊂ F 0 × F 1 we can find Q 0,1 such that G ⊂ G 0 where G 0 is defined by (27). Thus sup G,
We have by (29) that
5 Recall that if q = ∞ j=1 ψi ⊗ φi provided ψi is a total orthonormal system in H0, φi is a total orthonormal system in H1, then x, qy = ∞ j=1 (ψi, x)0(φi, y)1.
where p solves (18) . If, in addition,
Now, according to (17) we get that:
The last statement of the proof follows from Corollary 4.5. 
In this case
and the Green's formula (3) a(φ, ψ) = (N φ, ψ) 0 + δφ, γψ takes the following familiar form:
where n(x 1 , x 2 ) is an outward pointing normal vector to ∂Ω. Note that in the considered case γ is a standard trace operator mapping 
(Ω), the space of all linear continuous functionals over γ(H 1 (Ω)) defined as follows:
Since the form a is symmetric, we have that N + = N and δ + = δ. Finally, the Neumann problem (8) reads as follows: find ϕ ∈ H 2 (Ω) such that
This problem has the unique solution ϕ ∈ H 2 (Ω) for any
(Ω) which coincides with the solution of the variational equation (6) (see [1, p.168] ). In what follows we assume that B 0 = 0 and B 1 = I.
We further assume that
As noted in the proof of Theorem 4.4, the sup over G 1 is attained on a "deterministic process" so we can take η(t) = f (t)ξ(x 1 , x 2 ), and take any f : R → R such that
In other words, we let G 2 be the tensor product of the unit ball of H 0 with the ellipsoid {f : T 0 qf 2 dt ≤ 1}. Now, let us assume that ϕ true solves (32) for some
0 ≤ 1} and we observe
According to Theorem 4.7, Corollary 4.8, and Proposition 4.9 we have that the minimax estimate of V ϕ = (v, ϕ) 0 is given by V ϕ = (v,φ) 0 provided
Now, substitutingp = Nφ into the first equation of (33), and multiplying the result by γ 2 T ω −1 (T ) we can write:
By Proposition 4.10, we have that
Hence, if the spectrum of the self-adjoint non-negative operator K K does not contain 0, then 6 the expectation ofφ converges weakly in H 0 to ϕ.
Note that, for compact operators K of infinite rank, and more specifically for positive selfadjoint Hilbert-Schmidt integral operators, 0 is always in the spectrum of K * K, hence Propo- where {ϕ n } is the total orthonormal system of eigenvectors of the compact self-adjoint operator K K, and λ n ≥ 0 are the eigenvalues of K K: K Kϕ n = λ n ϕ n . Clearly, n (u n , g) 0 v n , for some total orthonormal systems {u n } and {v n } we get that More specifically, if K is of Volterra type, so that the null-space of K is trivial, then the algorithm
Note that the numerical range of K K, defined by {(Kx, Kx)0 , x 0 = 1} contains the spectrum of K K, and so inf ψ: ψ 0 =1 (Kψ, Kψ)0 = 0 if 0 is in the spectrum of K K "differentiates" the noisy signal y and converges to ϕ true , the "derivative" of Kϕ true . 10. An interesting relationship between the proposed estimates and robust pseudoinversion of compact operators is revealed in section 5: it turns out that, for T → ∞ the minimax estimate converges to the solution of the least-squares problem Kx − Kϕ true 0 → min x with the minimal norm. A promising research direction would be to use the proposed results to design stochastic differentiators, i.e. algorithms which can compute time/partial derivatives of the noisy signals.
